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PROBLEM TO BE SOLVED: To prevent the generation of dew
condensation rinsed the control box of a cooking pot, to secure a

combustion air supply path and to maintain a combustion function or

the like.

SOLUTION: The pot main body 26 of this cooking pot 21 is

constituted of an inner pot 27 and an outer pot 28, the bottom part

of the outer pot 28 is circularly opened and a cylindrical combustion

room 46 is disposed below the opened part. The control box 47 is

disposed through a bracket 61 below the combustion room 46 and a

clearance 62 equivalent to the length of the bracket 61 is interposed

between the combustion room 46 and the control box 47. Also, a
flange 68 is hung at the peripheral edge of the lower plate 59 of the

combustion room 46. Then, the side face of the outer case 66 of the

control box 47 is housed on the lower inside of the end of the flange

68.
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* NOTICES *

Japan Patent Office is not responsible for any
damages caused by the use of this translation.

1.This document has been translated by computer. So the translation may not reflect the original precisely.

2. **** shows the word which can not be translated.

3.In the drawings, any words are not translated.

CLAIMS

[Claim(s)]

[Claim 1] While forming a main part of an iron pot by inner kettle and outside iron pot, and establishing the outside

kettle bottom section and arranging a combustion chamber in the establishment section lower part a control box -
ignition and an extinction list ~ steam-generated accommodation -- an appliance - in a cooking iron pot which

contained an implement, while arranging said control box down the combustion chamber A cooking iron pot

characterized by holding the side of said control box inside [ lower part ] this ****** by infixing an opening of a

predetermined gap between a combustion chamber and a control box, and installing a collar along a combustion

chamber inferior lamella periphery.

[Translation done.]
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* NOTICES *

Japan Patent Office is not responsible for any
damages caused by the use of this translation.

1.This document has been translated by computer. So the translation may not reflect the original precisely.

2.**** shows the word which can not be translated.

3.In the drawings, any words are not translated.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[Detailed Description of the Invention]

[0001]

[The technical field to which invention belongs] This invention relates to the cooking iron pot especially used for

business-use cooking of supply of food etc. about a cooking iron pot.

[0002]

[Description of the Prior Art] The conventional **** cooking iron pot is explained according to drawing 3 . In this

drawing, 1 is a main part of an iron pot, this main part 1 of an iron pot is constituted by an inner kettle 2 and the outside

iron pot 3, and the level axes of rotation 4 and 5 are being fixed to right and left of the outside iron pot 3. Moreover,

these level axes of rotation 4 and 5 have connected the right level axis of rotation 5 with the handle 8 by the gear device

while they are pivoted by the stands 6 and 7 on either side and are formed in the circumference of a medial axis free

[ rotation ]. And if this handle 8 is rotated, it is formed so that the main part 1 of an iron pot may **** forward and

backward.

[0003] It **, and while outside iron pot 3 pars basilaris ossis occipitalis is established by the circle configuration, the

cylinder-like combustion chamber 9 is installed in the establishment section, and the burner 10 is arranged in this

combustion chamber 9. Moreover, the control box 1 1 is established in the left close-attendants side of this combustion

chamber 9, and the cock who lights or extinguishes said burner 10, or does steam-generated accommodation, the spark

generator, the pressure accommodation centrifugal spark advancer, etc. are contained by this control box 11.

[0004] In addition, after the gas pipe 12 introduced from said left stand 6 direction passes through the interior of said

left level axis of rotation 4 through the free joint 13, it hung from this left level axis-of-rotation 4 bottom section, and is

connected to said control box 1 1 . And it is piped to said burner 10 through the pressure accommodation centrifugal

spark advancer in this control box 1 1 etc.

[0005]

[Problem(s) to be Solved by the Invention] The galley where a **** cooking iron pot is used has very high moisture on

the property. In addition, the **** cooking iron pot is formed so that it may **** forward and backward by handle

actuation and the boiling object in an iron pot can be discharged, and thick steam will veil the perimeter of this cooking

iron pot after this boiling object discharge.

[0006] Although it ** and the fixed gap ****** control box is arranged in the longitudinal direction of a combustion

chamber by the conventional **** cooking iron pot, the inside of this control box is exposed to the environment which

is easy to produce dew condensation with the moisture mentioned above or steam. And in this control box, the electric

system for automatic firing or the cure against going out was contained, and in spite ofhaving tended to influence these

ofdew condensation, conventionally sufficient cure against dew condensation was not taken. Therefore, electric system

short-circuits, or an instrument corrodes and failures of lapsing into a malfunction are occurring frequently.

[0007] On the other hand, since radiant heat is emitted from the lower part of a combustion chamber, if a control box is

arranged down the combustion chamber, it will be thought that the interior of a control box is warmed by said radiant

heat, and it is useful to dew condensation prevention. However, depending on the degree ofwarming, many instruments

in a control box may be destroyed on the contrary in that case. Moreover, it is necessary to secure the combustion-air

supply way to a combustion chamber. Furthermore, it is necessary to constitute this combustion-air supply way so that it

may not be easily blockaded with the boiling object which fell from the iron pot.

[0008] Then, while preventing the dew condensation in a control box, the technical technical problem which should be

solved in order to secure a combustion-air supply way and to maintain a combustion function etc. arises, and this

invention aims at solving this technical problem.

[0009]

http://www4.ipdl.jpo.go.jp/cgi-bin/tran_web_cgi_ejje 2/6/2004
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[Means for Solving the Problem] While are proposed in order that this invention may solve the above-mentioned

technical problem, forming a main part of an iron pot by inner kettle and outside iron pot, and establishing the outside

kettle bottom section and arranging a combustion chamber in the establishment section lower part a control box

ignition and an extinction list - steam-generated accommodation - an appliance - in a cooking iron pot which

contained an implement, while arranging said control box down the combustion chamber A cooking iron pot which held

the side of said control box inside [ lower part ] this ****** is offered by infixing an opening of a predetermined gap

between a combustion chamber and a control box, and installing a collar along a combustion chamber inferior lamella

periphery.

[0010] Here, when the interior of a control box is warmed by radiant heat from a combustion chamber, the internal

temperature sets up vertical width of an opening infixed between a combustion chamber and a control box so that it may
converge on temperature which does not destroy many instruments in a control box, without generating dew
condensation in a control box.

[0011]

[Embodiment of the Invention] Hereafter, the gestalt of operation of this invention is explained in full detail according

to drawing 1 and drawing 2 . In drawing 1 , a sign 21 shows a cooking iron pot, stands 22 and 23 are set up by right and

left of this cooking iron pot 21, the level axes of rotation 24 and 25 are countered and formed in the upper part of these

stands 22 and 23, respectively, and the left right-hand side section of the main part 26 of an iron pot is being fixed to

these level axes of rotation 24 and 25. This main part 26 of an iron pot has dual structure of an inner kettle 27 and the

outside iron pot 28, and while the upper limb of the outside iron pot 28 is tightly inserted in along with the periphery

near the **** of an inner kettle 27, the cavernous section 29 which the gap of an inner kettle 27 and the outside iron pot

28 estranges, and is filled up with a combustion air is formed as it results below.

<DP N=0003> [0012] Moreover, the FUREKI hose 34 for gas installation is installed by said left stand 22, and this

FUREKI hose 34 is connected to said left level axis ofrotation 24 through the free joint 35. And while this left level

axis of rotation 24 is formed in the circumference of the medial axis free [ rotation ], the gas way 36 is established in the

interior. This gas way 36 was bent below near the medial surface of said left stand 22, from said left level axis of

rotation 24, was projected and has hung.

[0013] On the other hand, said right level axis of rotation 25 is formed in a major-diameter bell shape, and the lumen 37

left end leads to said cavernous section 29. Moreover, the double pipe duct 38 was arranged in the right end of this right

level axis of rotation 25 in the state of loosely fitting, and the container liner 39 of this double pipe duct 38 and said

lumen 37 right end are opened for traffic. By this, from the cavernous section 29, a combustion air will pass said lumen

37 and container liner 39, and will be discharged.

[0014] Furthermore, said right level axis of rotation 25 is pivoted by the right stand 23 through bearing 40, and the

worm gear 41 fitted into the method peripheral face of the right, and this worm gear 41 has got into gear to the worm
gearing 43 fixed to revolve by the handle 42. And if this handle 42 is rotated, said right level axis of rotation 25 rotates

to the circumference of a medial axis according to the gear device of said worm gear 41 and worm gearing 43, and it is

formed so that it may combine with this and the main part 26 of an iron pot may **** forward and backward.

[0015] In addition, a sign 44 is **** and a sign 45 is water supply or hot-water supply opening. It **, and while said

outside iron pot 28 pars basilaris ossis occipitalis is established by the circle configuration, the cylinder-like combustion

chamber 46 is installed in the establishment section, and the control box 47 is arranged down this combustion chamber

46. Although a cock 48 is formed in the lateral part of this control box 47 and illustration is omitted, said gas way 36 is

connected to this cock 48. Moreover, the minor diameter gas pipe 49 and the major-diameter gas pipe 50 were

connected to this cock's 48 lower limit, and after this minor diameter gas pipe 49 and the major-diameter gas pipe 50 go

via the pressure accommodation centrifugal spark advancers 51 and 52 in a control box 47, respectively, they are

connected to the nozzle holder 53 arranged in the upper combustion chamber 46. And the burner 54 is connected to this

nozzle holder 53.

[0016] Furthermore, a spark generator 55 is formed in said control box 47, and while being formed so that the charge of

a dry cell 56 may store electricity this spark generator 55, the spark rod 57 is installed from this spark generator 55.

Thermocouple 58 was infixed between this spark rod 57 tip and said burner 54, and this spark rod 57 has connected this

thermocouple 58 to said cock 48 while being arranged in right above [ of said combustion chamber 46 / burner 54 ].

[0017] And if the push time of this cock 48 is carried out and it is made an ignition location, the fuel gas of open

through one and a minute amount will carry out [ said minor diameter gas pipe 49 ] the regurgitation from said burner

54. When being completed at a stretch as this and coincidence by the accumulation-of-electricity mind of said spark

generator 55 to said spark rod 57 tip, a spark occurs, said fuel gas ignites and it will be in a pilot flame condition. Said

thermocouple 58 can warm according to this pilot flame, electromotive force is produced, and the magnet switch (not
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shown) installed inside by said cock 48 will be in an open condition. If a cock 48 is further transferred to an open

position in this condition, said major-diameter gas pipe 50 will be opened for traffic. And from the burner 54 whole, fuel

gas ignites one after another according to discharge and said pilot flame, and burns.

[0018] Thus, said inner kettle 27 is heated according to the direct fire of a burner 54. And thermal power can be adjusted

with said cock's 48 rotation location. On the other hand, when the flame of a burner 54 goes out for a certain reason,

said thermocouple 58 will get cold, said magnet switch will be in a closed state, and fuel gas is intercepted. Thus, in the

control box 47, many instruments which manage automatic firing, steam-generated accommodation, the cure against

going out, etc. are contained.

[0019] It **, the inferior lamella 59 of said combustion chamber 46 and the superior lamella 60 of a control box 47 are

connected in a bracket 61 and 61 --, and this bracket 61 and the opening 62 equivalent to a part for length of 61 - are

formed among both, moreover, the thing for which a collar 68 is installed along this inferior lamella 59 periphery, and a

control box 47 is formed in **** rather than said combustion chamber 46 while much a slit 63, 63 - and circular holes

64, and 64 - are established by the inferior lamella 59 of said combustion chamber 46 so that it may illustrate to

drawing 2 ~ said collar ~ it is formed so that the ** 66 side may be held outside a control box 47 inside [ lower part ] 68

tip. Therefore, circumference air flows into an opening 62 from the inside section of said collar 68, passes the slit 63 of

said inferior lamella 59, 63 - and a circular hole 64, and 64 — further, and they carry out premixed combustion to fuel

gas very much into a combustion chamber 46. Thus, the combustion-air supply way is secured. And since this

combustion air can be warmed with the heat ofan inferior lamella 59 when it flows into an opening 62 from the inside

section of said collar 68, combustion efficiency becomes good.

[0020] Moreover, when it is transmitted to the lateral surface of a combustion chamber 46 from the lateral surface of the

outside iron pot 28 and the boiling object has fallen, it is led to said collar 68 and falls from the tip. and it mentioned

above at this time - as ~ a collar - since it is formed so that the ** 66 side may be held outside a control box 47 inside

[ lower part ] 68 tip, a boiling object adheres to neither the superior lamella 60 of a control box 47, nor the outside ** 66

side Therefore, a combustion-air supply way does not blockade by a boiling object's invading in an opening 62 and

solidifying. Moreover, even if this boiling object solidifies to the 68 round side of these **, without falling from a collar

68, it can remove easily. Thus, whenever [ slit / of said inferior lamella 59 / 63 and 63 or necessity / of cleaning a

circular hole 64, 64 --, etc. ] becomes small, and the effort ofmaintenance is mitigated.

[0021] On the other hand, from the inferior lamella 59 of said combustion chamber 46, radiant heat is emitted towards a

lower part and it spreads to the superior lamella 60 of a control box 47. Since the internal temperature of this control box

47 rises by this and it exceeds the dew-point of the cooking iron pot 21 circumference, dew condensation generating in a

control box 47 can be prevented. Therefore, the cock 48 and the pressure accommodation centrifugal spark advancers 51

and 52 which are contained by this control box 47, a spark generator 55, and many instruments of dry cell 56 grade

short-circuit by dew condensation, or it does not corrode and functions, such as automatic firing, and steam-generated

accommodation, a cure against going out, are maintained.

[0022] In addition, the internal temperature of this control box 47 becomes an elevated temperature, so that the vertical

width of said opening 62 is narrow, and it becomes low temperature, so that it is large. Since many instruments in this

control box 47 will be damaged on the contrary when internal temperature is not much high, length is set up so that it

may converge on the temperature of the degree which does not become an elevated temperature, so that the internal

temperature of this control box 47 does the effect bad to many instruments of the vertical width 61 of said opening 62,

i.e., said bracket, and 61 — , and does not produce dew condensation.

[0023] Furthermore, if a stoma 67 and 67 - are trepanned also to the base periphery of outside ** 66 while establishing

a circular hole 65 and 65 — to the superior lamella 60 of a control box 47 so that it may illustrate to drawing 2 , it is not

filled with air in this control box 47, and can contribute to desiccation inside [ control box 47 ] this.

[0024] In addition, this invention can succeed in various alterations, unless it deviates from the pneuma of this

invention, and it is natural to attain to that by which this invention was this changed.

[0025]

[Example] It became clear that dew condensation was not produced, either without high temperature injury occurring to

many instruments, when the internal temperature of a control box could be set as 30 degrees C - about 40 degrees C as a

result of the experiment.

[0026] Moreover, as a result of experimenting by the cooking iron pot with an inner kettle capacity [ of about 2001. ],

and a gas input rating [ per hour ] of about 40,000 kg-cal, in order for the internal temperature of a control box to

become said 30 degrees C - about 40 degrees C, it became clear that it is good to set the opening of a combustion

chamber and a control box to about 40mm. In addition, in the experiment concerned, the quality of the material of the

superior lamella of a control box used stainless steel SUS 430.
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[0027]

[Effect of the Invention] As explained above, this invention is constituted by [ of a combustion chamber ] installing a

collar along a combustion chamber inferior lamella periphery so that the side of a control box may be held inside [ lower

part ] this ******, while arranging a control box through the opening of a predetermined gap caudad. Thereby, the

radiant heat from a combustion chamber can warm a control box moderately, and the dew condensation in this control

box can be prevented, and many instruments for ignition, extinction, and steam-generated accommodation can short-

circuit, or it can prevent corroding. Moreover, it does not blockade with the boiling object with which the combustion-

air supply way to a combustion chamber was fully collectively secured, and this combustion-air supply way fell from

the iron pot. Moreover, even if this boiling object solidifies, it can remove easily, and a maintenance effort is mitigated.

Furthermore, since a combustion air until it results to a combustion chamber can be warmed, combustion efficiency will

also improve.

[Translation done.]
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* NOTICES *

Japan Patent Office is not responsible for any
damages caused by the use of this translation.

1 .This document has been translated by computer. So the translation may not reflect the original precisely.

2.**** shows the word which can not be translated.

3.In the drawings, any words are not translated.

DRAWINGS

[Drawing 1]

66
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[Drawing 3]

/
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[Translation done.]
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